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Abstract
In classical probability theory, a random time T is a stopping time in a filtration (Ft )t0 if and only
if the optional sampling holds at T for all bounded martingales. Furthermore, if a process (Xt )t0 is
progressively measurable with respect to (Ft )t0, then XT is FT -measurable. Unfortunately, this is not
the case in noncommutative probability with the definition of stopped process used until now. It is shown in
this article that we can define the stopping of noncommutative processes in Fock space in such a way that
all the bounded martingales can be stopped at any stopping time T , are adapted to the filtration of the past
before T and satisfy the optional stopping theorem.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Stopping times have been invented by Doob and are a basic feature of Probability The-
ory. They are very important in the martingale theory because of the property of optional
stopping. In classical probability, if (Mt)t∈R+ is a martingale in a filtered probability space
(Ω,F , (Ft )t∈R+ ,P ) and if S and T are (Ft )t∈R+ -stopping times with S  T , then under good
conditions E[MT |FS] =MS ; this is the optional stopping theorem.
Furthermore, F.B. Knight and B. Maisonneuve have proved in [12] that optional sampling
gives a characterization of stopping times. Let R be a random time in F∞, the terminal element
of a filtration (Ft )t∈R+ . Suppose that optional sampling holds at R for all bounded martingales.
Then R is a stopping time.
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A cadlag process M is a martingale if and only if for every bounded stopping time T , MT is
integrable and E[MT ] =E[M0].
So the stopped process MT = (MT∧t )t∈R+ is a (Ft )t∈R+ -martingale.
A quantum stopping time is a quantum random variable positive which satisfies some adapted-
ness property. Then the notions of the classical theory have a counterpart in the quantum context.
The space of events anterior to a stopping time T can be defined.
The stopping of noncommutative processes is studied in [4,5,10], for example. But we will
see below that these definitions do not allow a process stopped at time T to be adapted with
respect to the space before T . In this paper we propose a new definition of the stopping of
processes in the Fock space. We will show that it is possible to stop all the bounded martingale.
The stopped process is adapted with respect to the space before T and the optional stopping
theorem is satisfied. Furthermore, we will show that it exists a strong factorisability of the Fock
space with a “pre-T Hilbert space” and a post-T Hilbert space.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. A review of classical definitions and results
In classical probability theory a stopping time T on a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,
(Ft )t∈R+ ,P ) is a random variable such that for all t ∈ R+, {T  t} ∈Ft .
The σ -field of events anterior to T noted FT is the set of events A such that for all t ∈ R+,
A∩ {T  t} ∈Ft . Then T is FT -measurable.
If S and T are two stopping times on (Ω,F , (Ft )t∈R+ ,P ) with S  T then FS ⊂FT .
If X = (Xt )t0 is progressively measurable with respect to the filtration (Ft )t0, then
XT which is defined on {ω/T (ω) < +∞} by XT (ω) = XT (ω)(ω) is FT -measurable on
{ω/T (ω) <+∞}.
Let T be a stopping time and X a process. We can define the stopped process XT by
XTt (ω)=Xt∧T (ω). If X is progressively measurable with respect to the filtration (Ft )t0, XT is
progressively measurable with respect to the filtration (Ft∧T )t0.
An uniformly integrable martingale X satisfies the Optional Stopping Theorem:
If S  T , then XS =E[XT |FS] p.s.
This theorem implies the following proposition. A cadlag adapted process X is a martingale
if and only if for every bounded stopping time T , XT is in L1 and
E[XT ] =E[X0].
Then we have the corollary: if M is a martingale and T a stopping time, the stopped process
MT is a martingale with respect to (Ft )t0.
2.2. Quantum stopping times
The notion of quantum stopping times has been studied by several authors: [1,3,4,6,7,15], etc.
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von Neumann algebra acting on an Hilbert space H, (Ut )t∈R+ is an increasing sequence of von
Neumann subalgebras which generates U , Mt is a ω-invariant conditional expectation from U to
Ut where ω = 〈Ω, .Ω〉 and Ω ∈H is cyclic with respect to U .
We denote Ht the closed subspace generated by {XΩ, X ∈ Ut } and Et the orthogonal pro-
jection on Ht .
There are two fundamental examples of such a family.
Example 1. Let (U, (Ut )t∈R+ , (Mt )t∈R+ ,Ω) be a noncommutative stochastic base. We assume
that Ω is separating. In this case Ht is noted L2(Ut ). This set-up includes the Ito–Clifford
(fermion) theory [8] and the quasi-free CAR and CCR theories [9].
Example 2. The symmetric Fock space over L2(R+). We denote Φ = Γ (L2(R+)). If we de-
fine Φt] = Γ (L2([0, t])) and Φ[t = Γ (L2([t,+∞[)), we then have the well-known “continuous
tensor product” property of Fock spaces:
Φ 	Φt] ⊗Φ[t .
In the framework of quantum stochastic calculus [11] a bounded operator H on Φ is said to be
adapted at time t if it is of the form H =K ⊗ I for some K :Φt] →Φt].
In this case U = B(Φ), Ut is the algebra of t-adapted bounded operator, Et is the orthogonal
projection on Φt], Mt(X)=EtXEt ⊗ I and Ω is the vacuum.
We consider now a noncommutative base (U, (Ut )t∈R+ , (Mt )t∈R+ ,Ω) where U acts in a
Hilbert space H. A stopping time T is a (right continuous) spectral measure on R+ ∪ {+∞}
such that for all t ∈ R+, T ([0, t]) ∈ Ut .
In the following, we adopt probabilistic-like notations. For every Borel subset E ⊂ R+ ∪
{+∞} we write 1T ∈E instead of T (E). In the same way 1Tt means T ([0, t]), 1T=t means
T ({t}), etc.
A point t ∈ R+ is a continuity point for T if 1T=t = 0. Note that as H is separable, then any
stopping time T admits an at most countable set of points which are not of continuity for T .
A stopping time T is discrete if there exists a finite set E = {0 t1 < t2 < · · ·< tn +∞} in
R+ ∪ {+∞} such that 1T ∈E = I .
A sequence of stopping times (Tn)n∈N is said to converge to a stopping time T if 1Tnt
strongly converges to 1Tt for all continuity point t of T .
Definition 2.1. We say that (En)n0 is a sequence of T -refining partitions of R+ if En = {0 =
tn0 < t
n
1 < t2 < · · ·< tnNn <+∞} is a sequence of partition of R+ such that:
(i) all the tnj are continuity points for T , n ∈ N, j  1;
(ii) En ⊂En+1 for all n ∈ N;
(iii) the diameter δn = sup{tni+1 − tni ; i ∈ N} of En tends to 0 when n tends to +∞;
(iv) supEn tends to +∞ as n tends to +∞.
Then, if we define Tn by {
Tn({tni })= T ([tni−1, tni [),
Tn(+∞)= T ([tn ,+∞])Nn
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to T .
Mimicking the definition of FT , we define the space of events anterior to T by
HT =
{
f ∈H; 1Tt f ∈Ht for all t ∈ R+
}
.
If S  T , then HS ⊂HT .
We denote by ET the orthogonal projection onto HT which is a closed subspace of H.
Using the preceding notations, we obtain
ET = s-lim
Nn∑
i=1
1T∈[tni−1,tni [Eti + 1TtNn .
After having constructed quantum stopping times, one can then discuss the stopping of quan-
tum process, keeping in our mind two mean guidelines.
First, we wish to define the stopping XT of a process of operators X = (Xt )t0 with Xt ∈ Ut
such that XT ∈ U and XT will be adapted in the sense that XT will map HT in HT .
Secondly, we wish that the Optional Stopping Theorem will be satisfy.
The stopping of process has been studied in the case of the two preceding examples.
In the first example, Ω is separating and we can identify Xt with XtΩ . So stopping X =
(Xt )t0 is done by stopping x = (xt )t0 where xt =XtΩ . This is studied in [4,5], for example.
If T is a discrete time xT =∑i 1T=ti xti and in the general case xT is the limit if it exists of∑
i 1T∈[ti−1,ti [xti =
∑
i 1T ∈[ti−1,ti [XtiΩ . So if T is discrete as Ω is separating, we have no choice
to define XT , XT =∑i 1T=tiXti if we want XT ∈ U .
The second example has been studied in [1,3,10,13,15]. In [15], the value at any stopping time
of some Weyl processes in the Fock space is computed.
In [3,13], process of vectors is stopped with the preceding definition: xT is the limit if it exists
of
∑
i 1T ∈[ti−1,ti [xti . They show that we can stop a large class of processes of vectors, in particular
they stop processes of semi-martingales.
Stopped process are defined in these articles by one the following in the case of discrete time:
• left-stopping: T ◦X =∑i 1T=tiXti ;• right-stopping: X ◦ T =∑i Xti 1T=ti .
Note that, since (T ◦X)∗ =X∗ ◦ T for discrete time, the study of one case is sufficient.
Then it is necessary to establish for some process X, the existence of the limit of Tn ◦X when
Tn is defined in Definition 2.1. This was done for Weyl process.
But in these cases, we do not have in general the “T -adaptedness property,” namely XT does
not map HT in HT . This property implies that XTET =ETXT ET and this is not true as we can
see below.
Let T be a discrete stopping time which takes two values t1 < t2. Let P = 1T=t1 and so
1T=t2 = I − P . We have XT = PXt1 + (I − P)Xt2 and ET = PEt1 + (I − P)Et2 . So XTET =
ETXT ET if and only if PXt1(I −P)Et2 = PXt1(I −P)Et1 . If we require this for all processes
and all stopping time this implies that for all t , for all Xt ∈ Ut , for all projection P in Ut , (PXt −
PXtP )= (PXt − PXtP )Et .
This relation has no reason in general to be satisfied unless Ut is commutative or equal to U .
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Identity.
We will show now that some properties of martingales are not satisfied. We define for X in U
the martingale (Xt )t0 by Xt =Mt(X). Let T be a discrete stopping time.
In the first example, the conditions XTET =ETXET and XT ∈ U implies that
XTΩ =ETXΩ =
∑
i
1T=tiEti (XΩ)=
∑
i
1T=tiMti (X)Ω.
So XT is obtained by left stopping and is not adapted to the past before T .
In the second example for left stopping, the proof of non-adaptness shows that we have the
same result.
Another ways of stopping can be proposed in the Fock’s space case:
• Double-stopping: T ◦X ◦ T =∑i 1T=tiXti 1T=ti .
In this case XT is adapted but does not satisfy the property XTET =ETXET .
• Strong tensor product: Parthasarathy and Sinha in [15] have proved the strong factorisability
of Φ . For a finite stopping time T , they showed that Φ is canonically isomorphic to the
tensor product of ΦT and a “post-T ” Hilbert space ΦT . This space is the image of Φ under
an isometry UT . If T is discrete, UT is given by
∑
i 1T=ti Γ (θti ) where θt is the right shift
operator on L2(R+) and Γ (θt ) is its second quantisation, so is an isometry.
There exists an unique unitary isomorphism JT from ΦT ⊗ΦT onto Φ such that
JT
(∑
i
1T=tiEti x ⊗
∑
i
1T=ti Γ (θti )y
)
=
∑
i
1T=tiEti x ⊗ti Γ (θti )y.
So for X ∈ B(Φ), we can define MT (X) by JT ◦ (ET XET ⊗ Id) ◦ J−1T .
With this definition, MT (X) is adapted to the strong tensor product. If Xt = Mt(X), we can
define XT by XT =MT (X). So clearly, a part of the optional stopping theorem is satisfied.
But unfortunately, some others important properties are not satisfied.
For example, the process (XT∧t )t0 is not adapted as we can see below.
Let T takes two values t1 < t2 and let t > t2. then T ∧ t = T and XT∧t =XT . Let g ∈ L2(R+).
We have that
UT e(g)= 1T=t1 1 ⊗t1 Γ (θt1)e(g)+ 1T=t21 ⊗t2 Γ (θt2)e(g).
So
EtU
T e(g)= 1T=t1 1 ⊗t1 Γ (θt1)e(g1[0,t−t1])+ 1T=t21 ⊗t2 Γ (θt2)e(g1[0,t−t2])
= JT
(
(1T=t1 1)⊗T UT e(g1[0,t−t1])
)+ JT ((1T=t21)⊗T UT e(g1[0,t−t2]))
and
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(
(ET X1T=t11)⊗T UT e(g1[0,t−t1])
)
+ JT
(
(ET X1T=t2 1)⊗T UT e(g1[0,t−t2])
)
= 1T=t1Et1X1T=t1 1 ⊗t1 Γ (θt1)e(g1[0,t−t1])
+ 1T=t2Et2X1T=t1 1 ⊗t2 Γ (θt2)e(g1[0,t−t1])
+ 1T=t1Et1X1T=t2 1 ⊗t1 Γ (θt1)e(g1[0,t−t2])
+ 1T=t2Et2X1T=t2 1 ⊗t2 Γ (θt2)e(g1[0,t−t2]).
So
(Et − Id)XT EtUT e(g)
= 1T=t2Et2X1T=t1 1 ⊗t2 e
(
g(· − t2)1[t2,t]
)⊗t (1 − e(g(· − t2)1[t,t+t2−t1])) = 0.
By consequence the preceding definitions of stopped process do not follow the properties
of the classical model. In the following proposition, we prove that we cannot expect to find
a definition as powerful.
Proposition 2.2. In the Fock space, it is impossible to construct some algebra UT ⊂ B(H) for
all stopping times T such that if X ∈ UT , XET = ETXET and if S  T , US ⊂ UT and if T is
constant equal to t , UT = Ut .
Proof. Let S be constant equal to s and X ∈ Us . Let P be an orthogonal projection in Us and let
T defined by 1T=s = P and 1T=+∞ = I − P . So S  T and ET = PEs + (I − P).
Suppose that X satisfies XET =ETXET . So
XPEs +X(I − P)= PEsXEsP + PEsX(I − P)+ (I − P)XPEs + (I − P)X(I − P).
It follows that Es(PX−PXP)= PX−PXP . But PX−PXP ∈ Us , so in the Fock space this
implies that PX − PXP = 0 and so X is a multiple of identity. 
We will show in the next section that it is possible to stop a martingale such that the optional
stopping theorem is satisfied, but now we are going to recall some facts and definitions about
Fock space.
2.3. Background material on the Fock space
For any complex separable Hilbert space h, we denote by Γ (h) the boson Fock space over h.
We write Φ = Γ (L2(R+)).
We denote for f in L2(R+) by e(f ) the associated coherent or exponential vector in Φ; the
exponential domain is denoted E (see [14] for more details). Recall that e(0) is the vacuum vector
in Φ . We denote it 1.
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f ∈ L2(R+), and for all s  t , let ⎧⎨⎩
ft] = f 1[0,t],
f[t = f 1[t,+∞[,
f[s,t] = f 1[s,t].
We have the well-known “continuous tensor product” structure
Φ 	Φt] ⊗Φ[t .
The annihilation, creation and conservation operators are defined for f , g in L2(R+) and T ∈
B(L2(R+)), the algebra of all bounded operators on L2(R+) on the domain E , by the relations⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
a−(f )e(g)= 〈f,g〉e(g),
a+(f )e(g)= d
dλ
e(g + λf )|λ=0,
λ(T )e(g)= d
dλ
e(eλT g)|λ=0
the derivations being understood in the strong sense.
The operators a−(f ) and a+(f ) are adjoint to each others on E . If T ∗ is the adjoint of T then
λ(T ∗) and λ(T ) are adjoint to each other on E .
If f = 1[0,t] and if T is the operator of multiplication by f , then a−(f ), a+(f ) and λ(T ) are
respectively denoted by a−t , a+t and a0t . We put a×t = tI .
A process of operators (Xt )t0 defined on E is called an adapted process if the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(i) for all t > 0, Xt(e(ft])) ∈Φt] and Xt(e(f ))=Xt(e(ft]))⊗ e(f 1[t ) in Φt] ⊗Φ[t ;
(ii) for all f ∈ L2(R+), the map L2(R+)→Φ : t →Xt(e(f )) is strongly measurable.
Let us now recall some elements of the Hudson–Parthasarathy’s quantum stochastic calculus
[11,14]. Let (Hεt )t0, ε ∈ {−,+,×,0}, be adapted processes such that for all f ∈ L2(R+) and
for all t > 0
t∫
0
{∣∣f (s)∣∣2∥∥H 0s (e(f ))∥∥2 + ∥∥H+s (e(f ))∥∥2 + ∥∥H×s (e(f ))∥∥
+ ∣∣f (s)∣∣∥∥H−s (e(f ))∥∥}ds <+∞. (2.3)
Then the stochastic integral Tt =∑ε ∫ t0 Hεs daεs is defined as the unique adapted process satisfy-
ing the relation
〈
e(f ), Tt
(
e(g)
)〉= t∫
0
〈
e(f ),
{
H×s
(
e(g)
)+ g(s)H−s (e(g))+ f (s)H+s (e(g))
+ f (s)g(s)H 0s
(
e(g)
)}〉
ds. (2.4)
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Ito formula for composition of processes [11]. Let It =∑ ∫ t0 Hs das and I ′t =∑′ ∫ t0 K′s da′s
be two stochastic integrals satisfying (2.3), , ′ running over {+,0,−,×}.
Then if for all t , It and I ′t are bounded,
It I
′
t =
∑

t∫
0
Hs I
′
s da

s +
∑
′
t∫
0
IsK
′
s da
′
s +
∑
,′
t∫
0
Hs K
′
s da
.′
s ,
where da.′s is given by ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
da0.0 = da0,
da−.0 = da−,
da0.+ = da+,
da−.+ = dt,
the other products being equal to 0.
We need some integral representations for elements of Φ .
Let (χt )t0 be the process of elements of Φ which satisfies:
(i) For all t  0, χt ∈Φt].
(ii) For all t  0, f ∈ L2(R+), 〈χt , e(f )〉 =
∫ t
0 f (s) ds.
If (gt )t∈R+ is a family of elements of Φ such that:
(a) gt ∈Φt] for all t ;
(b) t → gt is measurable;
(c) ∫∞0 ‖gt‖2 dt <∞,
then (gt )t∈R+ is said to be Ito-integrable. In this case we write
∫∞
0 gt dχt for the element h of Φ
given for all f ∈ L2(R+) by 〈h, e(f )〉 =
∫ +∞
0 f (t)〈gt , e(ft])〉dt . This element h of Φ is called
the Ito integral of (gt )t∈R+ and we have ‖h‖2 =
∫∞
0 ‖gt‖2 dt .
Furthermore, for all f ∈ L2(R+),
e(f )= 1 +
+∞∫
0
f (t)e(ft]) dχt .
The following theorem is proved in [3, Proposition 6].
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a stopping time on Φ . Then for all f ∈ L2(R+) we have
ET e(f )= 1 +
+∞∫
0
f (s)1T>se(fs]) dχs.
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We consider now the Fock space Φ = Γ (L2(R+)).
Let U = B(Φ). If X ∈ U , we denote (Xt =Mt(X))t0 the associated martingale as in Exam-
ple 2 of Section 2.2.
We wish XT to be T -adapted so it has to satisfy XTET = ETXET . Namely if T is discrete
then
XTET =
∑
i,j
1T=tiEtiX1T=tj Etj =
∑
i,j
1T=tiEtiXti∨tj 1T=tj Etj
=
∑
i,j
Eti (1T=tiXti∨tj 1T=tj )Etj .
So by analogy with the definition of Mt , we write
MT (X)=
∑
i,j
Eti (1T=tiXti∨tj 1T=tj )Etj ⊗ti∨tj I =
∑
i,j
Mti∨tj (Eti 1T=tiXti∨tj 1T=tj Etj ).
Definition–Properties 3.1. The operators Es,t = Mt(Es), with s  t satisfy the following prop-
erties:
(1) Es,t = Ids] ⊗ 1[s,t] ⊗ Id[t in Φs] ⊗ Φ[s,t] ⊗ Φ[t where 1[s,t] is the projection in Φ[s,t] on
the vacuum.
(2) Es,s = I and if s  t  u, Es,tEt =Es , Es,tEt,u =Es,u and Es,uEt =Es .
(3)
(
a−t − a−s
)
Es,t = 0, Es,t
(
a+t − a+s
)= 0,
a−s Es,t =Es,ta−s , a+s Es,t =Es,ta+s ,(
a0t − a0s
)
Es,t = 0, a0s Es,t =Es,ta0s .
Definition 3.2.
(1) Let X ∈ U and T a discrete stopping time. We define MT (X) by
MT (X)=
∑
i,j
Eti ,ti∨tj 1T=tiXti∨tj 1T=tj Etj ,ti∨tj ,
where (Xt )t0 is the martingale associated with X, namely Xt =Mt(X).
(2) Let (Xt )t0 be a process of bounded operators and T a discrete stopping time. We define
XT by
XT =
∑
i,j
Eti ,ti∨tj 1T=tiXti∨tj 1T=tj Etj ,ti∨tj .
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element because Et does not belong to U (EtΩ =Ω and Et = I ). So we cannot define Mt(Es).
We use here the factorisation property of the Fock space.
Properties 3.3. Let T be a discrete stopping time and (Xt )t0 a process of bounded operators.
(1) The process XT satisfy XTET =ETXT ET . It means that XT is a T -adapted process.
(2) The process of operators (XT∧t )t0 is an adapted process and
1TtXT 1Tt = 1TtXT∧t1Tt .
(3) If (Xt )t0 is a martingale, then XT∧t =Mt(XT ) and so XT = (XT∧t )t0 is a martingale.
Proof. (1)
XTET =
∑
i,j,k
1T=tiEti ,ti∨tj Xti∨tj Etj ,ti∨tj 1T=tj 1T=tkEtk
=
∑
i,j
1T=tiEti ,ti∨tj Xti∨tj Etj ,ti∨tj 1T=tj Etj
=ETXT ET .
We have used the fact that
Eti,ti∨tj Xti∨tj Etj =Eti,ti∨tj Xti∨tj Eti∨tj Etj =Eti,ti∨tj Eti∨tj Xti∨tj Etj
=EtiXti∨tj Etj .
By the same calculus, we prove that ETXT =ETXT ET .
(2) It is clear that if T  t , XT is t-adapted, because Ms(X) is t-adapted for all s  t and
any process X. If T takes the values {ti}, T ∧ t takes the values {ti | ti  t} and the value t with
1T∧t=t = 1T>t , so
XT∧t = 1TtXT 1Tt + 1T>tXt
∑
j : tjt
1T=tj Etj ,t +
∑
i: tit
1T=tiEti ,tXt1T>t
+ 1T>tXt1T>t
= 1TtXT 1Tt + 1T>tXtMt(ET )1Tt +Mt(ET )1TtXt1T>t
+ 1T>tXt1T>t .
This implies as 1TtXT 1Tt = 1TtXT∧t1Tt is t-adapted, that XT∧t is t-adapted.
(3) Using the preceding formula, we see that
XT∧tEt = 1TtEtXT Et1Tt + 1T>tXtET 1Tt +ET 1TtXt1T>t + 1T>tXt1T>tEt .
But as (Xt )t0 is a martingale
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∑
(i,j): tit,tj>t
Et1T=tiEti ,tj Xtj 1T=tj Et
+
∑
(i,j): ti>t,tjt
Et1T=tiXti 1T=tj Etj ,tiEt
+
∑
(i,j): ti>t,tj>t
Et1T=tiEti ,ti∨tj Xti∨tj 1T=tj Etj ,ti∨tj Et
= 1TtEtXT Et1Tt + 1TtET
∑
j : tj>t
Etj Xtj Etj 1T=tj Et
+Et
∑
i: ti>t
1T=tiEtiXtiEtiET 1Tt +Et
∑
(i,j): ti>t,tj>t
1T=tiEtiXti∨tj 1T=tj Etj Et
= 1TtEtXT Et1Tt + 1TtET X
∑
j : tj>t
Etj 1T=tj Et
+Et
∑
i: ti>t
1T=tiEtiXET 1Tt +Et
∑
(i,j): ti>t,tj>t
1T=tiEtiX1T=tj Etj Et
= 1TtEtXT Et1Tt + 1TtET XEt1T>t + 1T>tEtXET 1Tt +Et1T>tX1T>tEt
= 1TtEtXT Et1Tt + 1TtET XtEt1T>t + 1T>tEtXtET 1Tt +Et1T>tXt1T>tEt .
So XT∧tEt =EtXT Et and thus XT∧tEt =Mt(XT )Et and by t-adaptation, XT∧t =Mt(XT ). 
Now we will extend the definition to nondiscrete stopping times.
Definition 3.4. Let (Xt )t0 be an adapted process of bounded operators. Let T be a stopping
time. If for all (En)n1 sequence of refining T -partitions of R+, for all F ∈ E , XTnF converges
then we denote the limit XT F and called XT the stopped process of (Xt )t0 by T .
Remark. Let ϕ be a regular function from R+ to R such that we can define the process ϕ(T ).
Then the process (ϕ(t)I )t0 is stoppable by T and the stopped process is given by ϕ(T ).
Theorem 3.5. Let (Xt )t0 be a martingale closed by X ∈ U and T a stopping time.
Then this martingale admits a stopped process XT which satisfies on E
XT =ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
=ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )1Ts da0s .
Furthermore, XT is bounded and ‖XT ‖ ‖X‖.
For the proof of this result we need several lemmas.
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For all t  0, we have on E :
Xt =EtXEt +
+∞∫
t
Et,sXsEt,s da
0
s
Remark. This lemma is the version of the theorem for T = t .
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let f and g be in L2(R+). By formula (2.4), we obtain
〈
e(f ),
(
EtXEt +
+∞∫
t
Et,sXsEt,s da
0
s
)
e(g)
〉
= 〈Ete(f ),XEte(f )〉+ +∞∫
t
f (s)g(s)
〈
Ete(f ),XsEte(g)
〉〈
e(f[s), e(g[s)
〉
ds
= 〈Ete(f ),XEte(f )〉(1 + +∞∫
t
f (s)g(s)
〈
e(f[s), e(g[s)
〉)
ds
= 〈Ete(f ),XEte(f )〉 e∫ +∞t f g = 〈 e(f ),Xte(g)〉.
We have used the fact that EtXsEt =XtEt if s  t . 
Lemma 3.7. Let (Ht )t0 be an adapted process of bounded operators such that sup‖Hs‖<+∞,
Xs ∈ Us and Ys ∈ Us . Then if t > s and
∫ t
s
Hτ da
0
τ bounded,
Xs
t∫
s
Hτ da
0
τ Ys =
t∫
s
XsHτYs da
0
τ .
These are well-known properties of stochastic integrals, see [11].
Lemma 3.8. Let F =∑i λie(fi) be an element of E . Then
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥1TsMs(ET )(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds = ‖F‖2 − ‖ET F‖2.
Proof. ∥∥∥∥1TsMs(ET )(∑fi(s)λie(fi))∥∥∥∥2 = ∥∥∥∥Ms(ET )(∑fi(s)λie(fi))∥∥∥∥2i i
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∥∥∥∥1T>sMs(ET )(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2
but 1T>sMs(ET )= 1T>s and Theorem 2.5 implies that
〈
Ms(ET )e(fi),Ms(ET )e(fj )
〉= e∫ +∞s f ifj[1 + s∫
0
f ifj
〈
1T>ue
(
(fi)u]
)
, e
(
(fj )u]
)〉
du
]
and so
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥Ms(ET )(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds
=
∑
i,j
λiλj
+∞∫
0
(
f i(s)fj (s)e
∫ +∞
s f ifj
[
1 +
s∫
0
f ifj
〈
1T>ue
(
(fi)u]
)
, e
(
(fj )u]
)〉
du
])
ds.
By an integration by parts, we obtain
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥Ms(ET )(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds
=
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥1T>s(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds − ‖ET F‖2 + ‖F‖2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let (En)n0 be a sequence of refining T -partitions of R+ as defined in
Definition 2.1, we have using Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and Definition–Properties 3.1, then
XTn =
∑
i,j
1Tn=tni Etni ,tni ∨tnj Xtni ∨tnj Etnj ,tni ∨tnj 1Tn=tnj
=
∑
i,j
1Tn=tni Etni XEtnj 1Tn=tnj
+
∑
i,j
1Tn=tni Etni ,tni ∨tnj
( +∞∫
tni ∨tnj
Etni ∨tnj ,sXsEtni ∨tnj ,s da
0
s
)
Etnj ,t
n
i ∨tnj 1Tn=tnj
=ETnXETn +
∑
i,j
+∞∫
tni ∨tnj
1Tn=tni Etni ,tni ∨tnj Etni ∨tnj ,sXsEtni ∨tnj ,sEtnj ,tni ∨tnj 1Tn=tnj da
0
s
=ETnXETn +
+∞∫
1TnsMs(ETn)XsMs(ETn)1Tns da
0
s ,0
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Let f be in L2(R+). We denote
An =
∥∥∥∥∥
( +∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)XsMs(ETn)1Tns da
0
s
−
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
)
e(f )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
Then
An  2
∥∥∥∥∥
+∞∫
0
(
1TnsMs(ETn)− 1TsMs(ET )
)
XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s e(f )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ 2
∥∥∥∥∥
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)Xs
(
1TnsMs(ETn)− 1TsMs(ET )
)
da0s e(f )
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
So by [14, formula (7.8), p. 134], it exists a constant c(f ) such that
An  c(f )
{ +∞∫
0
∣∣f (s)∣∣2‖Xs‖2∥∥(1TnsMs(ETn)− 1TsMs(ET ))e(f )∥∥2 ds
+
+∞∫
0
∣∣f (s)∣∣2∥∥(1TnsMs(ETn)− 1TsMs(ET ))Xs1TsMs(ET )e(f )∥∥2 ds
}
.
The adaptation of the operators implies that
An  c(f )
+∞∫
0
∣∣f (s)∣∣2(∥∥ETn∧se(f )−ET∧se(f )∥∥2 + ∥∥(1Tns − 1Ts)Ese(f )∥∥2
+ ∥∥(ETn∧s −ET∧s)Xs1TsET∧se(f )∥∥2 + ∥∥(1Tns − 1Ts)Xs1TsET∧se(f )∥∥2)ds.
But for almost all s ∈ R+, all these quantities converge to 0 and are bounded by 2‖e(f )‖2 +
2‖X‖2‖e(f )‖2, so by the theorem of dominated convergence, An converges to 0.
So XTne(f ) converges to
ETXET e(f )+
+∞∫
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s e(f )
0
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XT =ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s .
We remark by Property 3.3(1) that ETnXTn =ETnXETn , so on E , ETXT =ETXET and
ET
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s = 0.
Denote Γt =
∫ t
0 1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da
0
s . When we apply the preceding relation to
T ∧ t , we obtain that for all t > 0, Mt(ET )Γt = 0. We must prove now that XT is bounded.
Let f and g some elements of L2(R+). Using the Ito formula, we have〈
XT e(f ),XT e(g)
〉
= 〈ETXET e(f ),ET XET e(g)〉
+
+∞∫
0
f (s)g(s)
{〈
Γse(f ),1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Tse(g)
〉
+ 〈1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Tse(f ),Γse(g)〉
+ 〈1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Tse(f ),1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Tse(g)〉}ds
= 〈ETXET e(f ),ET XET e(g)〉
+
+∞∫
0
〈
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts
(
f (s)e(f )
)
,
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts
(
g(s)e(g)
)〉
ds.
So if F =∑i λie(fi),
‖XT F‖2 =
〈
ETXET F,ET XET F
〉
+
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds
 ‖ETXET F‖2 + ‖X‖2
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥1TsMs(ET )(∑
i
fi(s)λie(fi)
)∥∥∥∥2 ds
 ‖X‖2‖ET F‖2 + ‖X‖2
(‖F‖2 − ‖ET F‖2)
 ‖X‖2‖F‖2,
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Proposition 3.9 (The Optional Stopping Theorem). Let S and T be two stopping times such that
S  T and let (Xt )t0 be a martingale with a final value X. Then
MS(XT )=XS.
Furthermore, (XTt )t0 defined by XTt =XT∧t is a martingale.
Proof. Let (Xt )t0 be a martingale with a final value X. Define the martingale (Yt )t0 by Yt =
Mt(XT ). This martingale has a final value given by XT which is bounded by Theorem 3.4.
Furthermore,
MS(XT )= YS =ESXT ES +
+∞∫
0
1SsMs(ESXT ES)1Ss da0s .
But as S  T , ESET =ES and by consequence
ESXT ES =ESET XT ET ES =ESET XET ES =ESXES.
So
MS(XT )=ESXES +
+∞∫
0
1SsMs(ESXES)1Ss da0s =XS.
We have to verify that XT∧t =Mt(XT ). But
XT∧t =Mt(ET )XtMt(ET )+
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
thus is t-adapted and
Mt(XT )Et =EtXT Et =EtET XET Et +Et
( +∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
)
Et
=XT∧tEt . 
Remark. Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.9 implies that MT satisfies MT ◦ MT = MT and
‖MT ‖ 1.
The following property is satisfied by the martingales as in the classical case.
Proposition 3.10. Let (Xt )t0 be an adapted bounded process. Then (Xt )t0 is a martingale if
and only if for all stopping time T , E[XT ] =E[X0], where E[X] = 〈1,X1〉.
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E[XT ] = 〈1,XT 1〉 = 〈1,ET X∞ET 1〉 = 〈1,X1〉 = 〈1,X01〉.
Conversely, suppose that for all T stopping time, E[XT ] = E[X0]. Then we have for all t ,
E[Xt ] =E[X0]. We have to prove that for all s < t , EsXtEs =XsEs .
Let T be a discrete stopping time taking the values s and t . We suppose that 1T=s = P and
1T=t = I − P with P a projection belonging to Us . We have
E[XT ] =E[PXsP ] +E
[
PXt(I − P)
]+E[(I − P)XtP ]+E[(I − P)Xt (I − P)].
So E[XT ] =E[Xt ] implies that E[P(Xt −Xs)P ] = 0 for all P projection in Us .
As P1 generated Φs], then Es(Xt −Xs)Es = 0. 
Proposition 3.11. The martingale (Mt(ET ))t0 is a bounded martingale which satisfies on Φ:
Mt(ET )= I −
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )da0s = I +
t∫
0
(
1T>s −Ms(ET )
)
da0s .
In particular ET = I −
∫ +∞
0 1TsMs(ET )da
0
s .
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, we have for all f ∈ L2(R+),
Mt(ET )Ete(f )=EtET Ete(f )=ET∧t e(f )= 1 +
t∫
0
f (s)1T>sEse(f ) dχs.
Let f and g be in L2(R+). We have
〈
e(f ),Mt(ET )
(
e(g)
)〉= e∫ +∞t f g 〈e(ft]),ET∧tEt e(g)〉
= e
∫ +∞
t f g
(
1 +
t∫
0
f (s)g(s)
〈
e(fs]),1T>se(gs])
〉
ds
)
.
If we denote ϕ(t)= 〈e(f ),Mt(ET )(e(g))〉, we have
ϕ′(t)= −f (t)g(t)ϕ(t)+ f (t)g(t)〈e(f ),1T>te(g)〉
and ϕ(0)= 〈e(f ), e(g)〉, so
ϕ(t)= 〈e(f ), e(g)〉+ t∫ f (s)g(s)〈e(f ), (1T>s −Ms(ET ))e(g)〉ds.
0
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Mt(ET )= I +
t∫
0
(
1T>s −Ms(ET )
)
da0s .
The processes (1T>t − Mt(ET ))t0 and (Mt(ET ))t0 are bounded so that we can extend the
integration to Φ . 
Remark. (Mt(ET ))t0 is a martingale so by Theorem 3.5, we can stop it and
MT (ET )=ET −
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )da0s = I.
Proposition 3.12. Let (Hs)s0 be a bounded process of operators such that sups ‖Hs‖ < +∞
then for all t  0,
Mt(ET )
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts da0s = 0.
Proof. We have already seen this in the particular case of Hs = Ms(X) where X is a bounded
operator.
We denote At =
∫ t
0 1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts da
0
s and use Proposition 3.11 and the Ito
formula to obtain
Mt(ET )At =
t∫
0
[−1TsMs(ET )As +Ms(ET )1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts
− 1TsMs(ET )1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts
]
da0s
= −
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )As da0s .
So for all f ∈ L2(R+), if Yt =Mt(ET )At we obtain by the Ito formula
∥∥Yte(f )∥∥2 = − t∫
0
∣∣f (s)∣∣2∥∥1TsYsEse(f )∥∥2 ds.
So ‖Yte(f )‖2 = 0 and Yt = 0. 
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MT (X)MT (Y )=ETMT (X)YET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1TsYsMs(ET )1Ts da0s .
This result follows from the Ito formula and the Proposition 3.12. Then MT (X)MT (Y ) =
MT (MT (X)Y ) and MT is not a conditional expectation.
We denote U˜ the space of processes Z = (Zt )0t+∞ which satisfy for all t :
Zt ∈ Ut , 1TtZt1Tt = Zt , sup
t
‖Zt‖<+∞, (Zt )t0 converges strongly to Z∞.
Then U˜ is a von Neumann algebra. It can be seen as a subalgebra of B(L2(R+,H)).
The map U → U˜ , X → (1TtMt (X)1Tt )t0 is an isometry if T is finite. So U can be
identified with its range in U˜ .
By directly analogous arguments to those used before, we define the process M¯T (Z) by
M¯T (Z)=ET Z∞ET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )ZsMs(ET )1Ts da0s .
Then M¯T (Z) is a bounded process and ‖M¯T (Z)‖ supt ‖Zt‖.
We denote M˜T : U˜ → U˜ , Z → (1TtMt (M¯T (Z))1Tt )t0.
Then for all X,Y,Z processes of U˜ , we have M˜T (X)M˜T (Y )M˜T (Z)= M˜T (M˜T (X)YM˜T (Z)).
Furthermore, M˜T ◦ M˜T = M˜T .
The process (1Tt )t0 is the identity of U˜ , then M˜T has all the properties which define a
conditional expectation: it is a linear map which is positive, unit preserving and which satisfies
the “conditional expectation property.”
Definition 3.14. An adapted process (Xt )t0 of bounded operator is a bounded semi-martingale
if it exists an adapted process (Ht )t0 such that
∫ +∞
0 ‖Hs‖ds <+∞ and Xt −
∫ t
0 Hs ds defines
a martingale with a final value.
Proposition 3.15. Let (Xt )t0 be a bounded semi-martingale with the notation of Definition 3.14
and denote M the finale value of the martingale Xt −
∫ t
0 Hs ds. If X =M +
∫ +∞
0 Hs ds, then the
semi-martingale (Xt )t0 admits a stopped process given on E by
XT =ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
−
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts ds.
Furthermore, XT is a bounded process.
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∫ t
0 Hs ds and Y =
∫ +∞
0 Hs ds.
We have the following relation that we can prove as in Lemma 3.6:
Yt =EtYEt +
+∞∫
t
Et,sYsEt,s da
0
s −
+∞∫
t
Et,sHsEt,s ds.
Let (En)n0 be a sequence of refining T -partitions of R+ as in Definition 2.1. We have, using
Lemma 3.7 and Definition–Properties 3.1:
YTn =
∑
i,j
1
Tn=t (n)i Et(n)i ,t (n)i ∨t (n)j Yt(n)i ∨t (n)j Et(n)j ,t (n)i ∨t (n)j 1Tn=t (n)j
=ETnYETn +
∑
i,j
+∞∫
t
(n)
i ∨t (n)j
1
Tn=t (n)i Et(n)i ,sYsEt(n)j ,s1Tn=t (n)j da
0
s
−
∑
i,j
+∞∫
t
(n)
i ∨t (n)j
1
Tn=t (n)i Et(n)i ,sHsEt(n)j ,s1Tn=t (n)j ds
=ETnYETn +
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)YsMs(ETn)1Tns da
0
s
−
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)HsMs(ETn)1Tns ds.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, for all f ∈ L2(R+), we obtain
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)YsMs(ETn)1Tns da
0
s e(f )→
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )YsMs(ET )1Ts da0s e(f ),
and for all F ∈Φ ,
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)HsMs(ETn)1Tns ds F →
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts ds F.
So on E ,
YT =ET YET +
+∞∫
1TsMs(ET )YsMs(ET )1Ts da0s −
+∞∫
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts ds
0 0
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XT =MT + YT
=ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s −
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts ds.
If we denote
At =
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s ,
we have by Proposition 3.12 that
AtMt(ET )=Mt(ET )At = 0 for all t ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞},
so
〈
A∞e(f ),A∞e(g)
〉= +∞∫
0
〈
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts
(
f (s)e(f )
)
,
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts
(
g(s)e(g)
)〉
ds
and so for all F ∈ E by Lemma 3.8,
‖A∞F‖2 
(
sup
s
‖Xs‖2
)(‖F‖2 − ‖ET F‖2).
So A∞ is bounded and XT =ETXET +A∞ −
∫ +∞
0 1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts ds also. 
Proposition 3.16. Let (Ht )t0 be some bounded adapted processes which satisfy
+∞∫
0
∥∥H+,−s ∥∥2 ds <+∞, +∞∫
0
∥∥H×s ∥∥ds <+∞, sup
s
∥∥H 0s ∥∥<+∞.
Let (Xt )t0 be the adapted process given by
Xt =
∑

t∫
0
Hs da

s .
Then for all stopping time T the stopped process XT exists and is given on E by
XT =
∑

+∞∫
Rs da

s ,0
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R×s =Ms(ET )H×s 1T>s + 1T>sH×s Ms(ET )− 1T>sH×s 1T>s,
R+s = 1T>sH+s Ms(ET ),
R−s =Ms(ET )H−s 1T>s,
R0s = 1T>sH 0s 1T>s − 1TsMs(ET )Xs1T>s − 1T>sXs1TsMs(ET ).
Proof. We know by Proposition 3.15 that
XT =ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )XsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
−
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET )H×s Ms(ET )1Ts ds,
where X =∑ ∫ +∞0 Hs das . So we have only to find a formula for ETXET which is the limit
when t converges to infinity of Mt(ET )XtMt(ET ).
We have just to apply Proposition 3.11 and twice the Ito formula to calculate
Mt(ET )XtMt(ET ). 
4. Strong tensor product
K.R. Parthasarathy and K.B. Sinha proved in [15] the “strong factorisability of Φ” as recalled
in Section 2.2.
We have seen that their definition of a “post-T ” Hilbert space ΦT does not satisfy some useful
properties.
We want to define a “pre-Hilbert space ΦT and a post-T Hilbert space ΦT such that:
(1) ΦT ⊗ΦT is isomorphic to Φ;
(2) a stopped operator XT is equal to K ⊗ Id where K is an operator on ΦT .
Let f ∈ L2(R+) and (Rt )t0 be defined by Rt = Γ (θt )Γ (θt )∗ where θt is the right shift
operator on L2(R+) and Γ (θt ) is its second quantisation. So Rte(f ) = e(f[t ) and Rt = Mt(E0)
is thus a martingale. By Theorem 3.5, RT is a contraction and satisfies
RT =E0 +
+∞∫
0
1TsRs1Ts da0s .
We change the definition of RT to obtain a projection. Let
RT =E0 +
+∞∫ 1Ts
‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖ da
0
s ,0
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1Ts
‖1Ts1‖ = 0 if 1Ts1 = 0.
These operators have the same image.
Definition 4.1. Let T be a stopping time.
The space of the future after T is the closure of the image of Φ by RT . We denote it ΦT .
Remark. In [15], they define the future by stopping Γ (θt ) instead of Rt .
The strong tensor product must satisfy
XT RT e(g)= “XT 1 ⊗RT e(g).” (4.2)
Proposition 4.3. Let X ∈ U and XT =MT (X).
Let x = (xs)s0 be the process of adapted vectors defined by
xs = 1TsXT 1Ts1‖1Ts1‖
and (Ls(x))s0 be the process of bounded adapted operators defined by
Ls(x)EsF =
〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ ,F
〉
xs.
Then, we have
XT RT =ETXE0 +
+∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s .
Proof. Theorem 3.5 implies:
XT =ETXET +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )1Ts da0s .
Using Proposition 3.12, we have for all t > 0,
Mt(ET )
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )1Ts da0s =
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )1Ts da0s Mt (ET )
=Mt(ET )
t∫
1TsRs1Ts da0s = 0.
0
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XT RT =ETXE0 + Γ∞A∞,
where
Γt =
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )1Ts da0s and At =
t∫
0
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖ da
0
s .
We can use Ito formula:
XT RT =ETXE0 +
+∞∫
0
(
1TsMs(ET XET )1TsAs
+ Γs 1Ts‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖ + 1TsMs(ET XET )
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖
)
da0s .
As 1Ts and Ms(ET ) commute, we have
XT RT =ETXE0 +
+∞∫
0
1TsMs(ET XET )
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖ da
0
s .
But for all F ∈Φ ,
1TsMs(ET XET )
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖Rs
1Ts
‖1Ts1‖EsF =
〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ ,F
〉
1TsET X
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖
= Ls(x)EsF. 
This proposition shows that XT RT F depends not only of XT 1 but also of (1TsXT 1Ts1)s0.
So we need to modify the definition of ΦT .
Definition 4.4. Let Φ̂T be the subspace of L∞(R+,Φ) defined by the following conditions.
(xt )t0 ∈ Φ̂T if:
(i) ∀t  0, xt ∈ΦT∧t ;
(ii) 1Tt xt = xt ;
(iii) xt → x∞.
Remark. We identify 1 with ( 1Tt1‖1Tt1‖ )t0 and denote it 1̂.
Φ̂T contains all the process of vectors (1TsXT 1Ts1)s0 for bounded stopped process XT .
The map from ΦT to Φ̂T defined by x → (1Tt x)t0 is an isometry if T is finite.
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operator X̂T of B(Φ̂T ) by
X̂T
(
(xt )t0
)= (1TtXT xt )t0.
Remark. Proposition 4.3 implies that
XT RT =ETXE0 +
+∞∫
0
Ls
(
X̂T (̂1)
)
da0s .
This operator X̂T is, in fact, the restriction of M˜T (X) defined in Remark 3.13 to Φ̂T .
Proposition 4.6. Let x and z be some elements of Φ̂T and f and g be elements of L2(R+).
〈 +∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s e(f ),
+∞∫
0
Ls(z) da
0
s e(g)
〉
=
+∞∫
0
f (s)g(s)e
∫ +∞
s f g〈xs, zs〉
〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ , e(f )
〉〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ , e(g)
〉
ds.
Proof. As Ls(x) = 1TsMs(ET )Ls(x)Ms(ET )1Ts , we first see by Proposition 3.12 that
Mt(ET )
∫ t
0 Ls(x) da
0
s = 0.
The Ito formula gives the result. 
By consequence, if F =∑α λαe(fα) and if x ∈ Φ̂T ,
∥∥∥∥∥
+∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s F
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
+∞∫
0
‖xs‖2
∥∥∥∥∑
α
λαfα(s)
〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ , e(fα)
〉
e(fα[s)
∥∥∥∥2 ds
 ‖x‖2
+∞∫
0
∥∥∥∥∑
α
λαfα(s)
〈
1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ , e(fα)
〉
e(fα[s)
∥∥∥∥2 ds
 ‖x‖2
∥∥∥∥∥
+∞∫
0
Ls(̂1) da0s F
∥∥∥∥∥
2
 ‖x‖2‖RT F −E0F‖2.
The operator
∫ +∞
0 Ls(x) da
0
s is thus a bounded operator and we have proved the following propo-
sition.
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(x,RT F ) → 〈1,RT F 〉x∞ +
( +∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s
)
F
is a continuous bilinear operator with a norm less than 1.
So we can define a continuous contraction J from Φ̂T ⊗ΦT to Φ by J (x ⊗B)= Ĵ ((x,B)).
We can prove as in Proposition 4.3 that
XT ◦ J (x ⊗B)= J
(
X̂T (x)⊗B
)
.
So XT is adapted to this factorisation.
J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ) is different of Φ as we can see in the following example.
Let T be a stopping time taking two values t0 and t1 such that 1T=t0 1 = 0 but 1T=t0 = 0. We
verify easily that ΦT =Φ[t1 and ΦT ⊂Φt1] but ΦT =Φt1].
Let a be in Φt1], a ∈Φ⊥T and a = 0. Then for all x ∈ Φ̂T , for all g ∈ L2(R+),
〈
a,J
(
x ⊗RT e(g)
)〉= 〈a, x∞〉 + 〈a,( +∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s
)
e(g)
〉
.
We have 〈a, x∞〉 = 0 because a ∈Φ⊥T .
Furthermore, for all k ∈ L2(R+),〈
Et1e(k),
( +∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s
)
e(g)
〉
=
t1∫
0
k(s)g(s)
〈
e(k), xs
〉〈 1Ts1
‖1Ts1‖ , e(g)
〉
ds = 0
because 1Ts1 = 0 if s < t1. So as a ∈Φt1],〈
a,
( +∞∫
0
Ls(x) da
0
s
)
e(g)
〉
= 0.
Theorem 4.8. Let d be such that 1T<d1 = 0 and for all t > d , 1Tt1 = 0. We have
J
(
Φ̂T ⊗ΦT
)⊃ 1TdΦ.
If 1 is “separating for T ,” i.e. satisfies for all t  0, 1Tt1 = 0 ⇒ 1Tt = 0, then
J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT )=Φ .
Proof. We are going to prove that for all f ∈ L2(R+), 1Tde(f ) belongs to J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ).
Let b > a  0 such that 1Tb1 = 0. We define the element x of ΦT∧b by
x =ET
(
1T ∈[a,b]e(f )
)
.
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For all n and k, we define the element x(n,k) of Φ̂T by
x
(n,k)
t =
{
x
‖1Tt1‖ if t
(n)
k  t < t
(n)
k+1,
0 if otherwise.
Then ‖x(n,k)‖ ‖x‖‖1Tb1‖ . One define the element f (n,k) of L2(R+) by f (n,k) = f[t (n)k .
Let zn the element of J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ) define by
zn =
∑
k0
J
(
x(n,k) ⊗RT e
(
f (n,k)
))
.
Proposition 4.6 implies that the sequence (zn)n0 is uniformly bounded.
For all l ∈ L2(R+),〈
e(l), zn
〉= 〈e(l), x ⊗b e(f[b)〉− 〈e(l), x〉+ 〈e(l), x〉An,
where
An =
∑
k0
t
(n)
k+1∫
t
(n)
k
l(s)f (s)e
∫ +∞
s lf
(〈1Ts1, e(f[t (n)k ,s])〉
‖1Ts1‖2 − 1
)
ds.
We verify easily that An converges to 0.
This implies that for all l ∈ L2(R+), 〈e(l), zn〉 converges to 〈e(l), x ⊗b e(f[b) − x〉 and thus
that x ⊗b e(f[b)− x belongs to J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ). As x = J ((1Tt x)t0 ⊗RT 1), then for all a < b
such that 1Tb1 = 0 ET (1T ∈[a,b]Ebe(f ))⊗b e(f[b) belongs to J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ).
Let d such that 1Td1 = 0 and for all t > d , 1Tt1 = 0. We use a refining partition of
[d,+∞[ as before. So
bn =
∑
k0
ET
(
1
T∈[t (n)k ,t (n)k+1[Et(n)k+1e(f )
)⊗ e(f[t (n)k+1)
belongs to J (Φ̂T ⊗ΦT ). We have
1Tde(f )=
∑
k0
1
T ∈[t (n)k ,t (n)k+1[Et(n)k+1e(f )⊗ e
(
f[t (n)k+1
)
.
We verify easily that bn converges to e(f ). That gives the result. 
Remark. Suppose we add the following condition in Definition 4.4:
∀t  0, 1Tt1 = 0 ⇒ xt = 0.
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J
(
Φ̂T ⊗ΦT
)= 1TdΦ ⊕ 1T<dΦT .
5. Some examples
5.1. Projection on chaoses
This example was studied in [2]. The Fock space Φ can be advantageously understood as the
space L2(P) where P is the set of finite subsets of R+ equipped with the Guichardet symmetric
measure. That is, an element f of Φ = L2(P) is a measurable function f :P → C such that
‖f ‖2 =
∫
P
∣∣f (σ )∣∣2 dσ
= ∣∣f (∅)∣∣2 + ∞∑
n=1
∫
0<s1<···<sn
∣∣f ({s1 . . . sn})∣∣2 ds1 . . . dsn <∞.
For all f ∈Φ , if we define Dtf by
[Dtf ](σ )= f
(
σ ∪ {t})1σ⊂[0,t]
we then have that Dtf belongs to Φ for a.a. t and
‖f ‖2 = ∣∣f (∅)∣∣2 + ∞∫
0
‖Dtf ‖2 dt.
For every f ∈Φ , the family (Dtf )t∈R+ is Ito integrable and we have
f = f (∅)1 +
∞∫
0
Dtf dχt .
For all t ∈ R+ \ {0} we have
Etf = f (∅)1 +
t∫
0
Dsf dχs.
For every n ∈ N, we denote by Cn the space of f ∈Φ such that f (σ )= 0 unless #σ = n. It is
a closed subspace of Φ and we have
Φ =
⊕
Cn .n∈N
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onto
⊕n
i=0 Ci , that is
[Qnf ](σ )= f (σ )1#σn,
and by Qn,t the operator Mt(Qn) which satisfies
[Qn,tf ](σ )= f (σ )1#(σ∩[0,t])n.
It is an orthogonal projection also and Qn,t Qn,s if s  t . We define a stopping time Tn by{1Tn>t =Qn,t ,
1Tn=+∞ =Qn.
We clearly have Tn  Tn+1 for all n ∈ N. Note that for all s, t ∈ R+ we have
1Tns1Tn+1t = 1Tn+1t1Tns .
We also have
ETnf = f (∅)1 +
∞∫
0
1Tn>tDtf dχt = f (∅)1 +
∞∫
0
QnDtf dχt
= f (∅)1 +Qn+1
∞∫
0
Dtf dχt =Qn+1f.
Thus ΦTn =
⊕n+1
i=0 Ci .
Let f in L2(R+) and ϕ in L∞
R
(R+). The Weyl operator W(f,ϕ) is defined as follows: for all
g element of L2(R+),
W(f,ϕ)e(g)= e− 12 ‖f ‖2−〈f,eiϕg〉e(f + eiϕg).
For t  0, we define the process of adapted operators (Wt (f,ϕ))t0 by Wt(f,ϕ)=W(ft], ϕt]).
This process satisfies the equation
dWt =
(
f da+t − eiϕf da−t +
(
eiϕ − 1)da0t − 12 |f |2 dt
)
Wt.
To calculate WTn , we can use Proposition 3.15 which gives us
WTn =ETnWETn +
+∞∫
0
1TnsMs(ETn)WsMs(ETn)1Tns da
0
s
+ 1
2
+∞∫ ∣∣f (s)∣∣21TnsMs(ETn)WsMs(ETn)1Tns ds
0
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WTn =Qn+1WQn+1 +
+∞∫
0
(Qn+1,s −Qn,s)Ws(Qn+1,s −Qn,s) da0s
+ 1
2
+∞∫
0
∣∣f (s)∣∣2(Qn+1,s −Qn,s)Ws(Qn+1,s −Qn,s) ds.
If ϕ = 0 and f = iλh with h real, Wt = eiλ(a+t (h)+a−t (h)). So (Wt − I )/(iλ) goes to Bt(h) =
a+t (h)+ a−t (h).
If f = 0 and ϕ = λϕ then Wt = eiλa0(ϕ).
So we can deduce the following result:
BTn(h)=Qn+1B(h)Qn+1.
This is just the restriction of B(h) to the n+ 1 first chaoses.
a0Tn(ϕ)= a0(ϕ)Qn+1 +
+∞∫
0
a0s (ϕ)(Qn+1,s −Qn,s) da0s .
For σ ∈ P and F ∈Φ , a0(ϕ)(σ )=∑s∈σ ϕ(σ )F (σ ). Denote for σ ∈P , σ = {t1 < t2 < · · ·< tr},
σn+1 =
{
σ if #σ  n+ 1,
{t1, t2, . . . , tn+1} if #σ  n+ 1.
Then we have:
a0Tn(ϕ)F (σ )=
( ∑
s∈σn+1
ϕ(s)
)
F(σ).
5.2. Stopping the Brownian motion
5.2.1. Stopping the Brownian motion at the first jumping time of the Poisson process
It is another example studied in [2]. Let Nt = a+t +a−t +a0t + tI be the Poisson process on Φ .
The first jumping time T of the Poisson process is defined by
1T>t = I −
t∫
0
1T>s dNs.
We can show that for all F ∈Φ , 1T>tEtF = 〈e(−1[0,t]),F 〉xt where xt = e−t e(−1[0,t]).
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∫ +∞
0 |ϕ(s)|2e−s ds < +∞ and λ in R with F =
λ1 + ∫ +∞0 ϕ(s)xs dχs . Furthermore,
ET F =E0F −
+∞∫
0
∂
∂s
〈
e(−1[0,s]),F
〉
xs dχs.
So we can calculate the moments of BT given by (BT )n1.
If (BT )n1 = λn1 +
∫ +∞
0 ϕn(s)xs dχs , we obtain the following relations:{
λn+1 =
∫ +∞
0 ϕn(s)e
−s ds,
ϕn+1(s)= λn − (2sϕn(s)+
∫ s
0 ϕn(τ) dτ + es
∫ +∞
s
ϕn(τ )e
−τ dτ ).
Unfortunately, I do not recognise the law given by these numbers λn.
5.2.2. Martingales of Brownian motion
Let hn be the Hermite’s polynomials and Hn(x, a)= an/2hn(x/√a ) for a > 0 and x ∈ R. We
know that for all n 0, the processes (Hn(Bt , t))t0 are martingales. Let (Bt = a−t + a+t )t0 be
the Brownian motion on Φ . Then for all n 1, the processes (Hn(Bt , t))t0 are martingales.
Let T be a stopping time. Then, for example, (BT∧t )t0, (B2T∧t − T ∧ t)t0 are martingales.
For n= 3, H3(x, a)= x3 − 3ax. If we wish to stop (H3(Bt , t))t0, we have to stop (tBt )t0.
Thus we have to stop process like (ψ(t)Mt)t0 where (Mt)t0 is a martingale and ψ a regular
function. Using Proposition 3.15, we obtain if Yt =ψ(t)Mt and Ht =ψ ′(t)Mt :
YT∧t =Mt(ET )YtMt (ET )+
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )YsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
−
t∫
0
1TsMs(ET )HsMs(ET )1Ts da0s
=ψ(t)MT∧t −
t∫
0
ψ ′(s)1TsMT∧s1Ts ds
=ψ(T ∧ t)MT∧t +
t∫
0
ψ ′(s)1TsMT∧s1T>s ds + martingale.
So, for example, ((B3)T∧t − 3(T ∧ t)BT∧t − 3
∫ t
0 1TsBT∧s1T>s ds)t0 is a martingale.
We see in this formula the non-commutativity in the last term.
5.3. Strictly smaller stopping times
In [2], we define the property for a stopping time of being strictly smaller than another one:
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∑Nn
i=1 1T>ti 1S∈[ti−1,ti [ weakly con-
verges to I when {ti , i = 1, . . . ,Nn} follows a sequence of refining S-partitions of R+.
Denote Rn the process
∑Nn
i=1 1T>ti 1S∈[ti−1,ti [. We suppose that Rn and R∗n converges strongly
to I . So S < T .
We consider the bounded adapted process Xt = 1T>t . In fact, it is easy to prove that if S is a
discrete stopping time and (Xt )t0 an adapted bounded process then
XS =XSES +
+∞∫
0
1SsMs(ES)Ms(XS)Ms(ES)1Ss da0s .
So if (Sn)n0 is the sequence associated with a refining S-partitions of R+, we have that for
all n,
XSn =XSnESn +
+∞∫
0
1SnsMs(ESn)Ms(XSn)Ms(ESn)1Sns da
0
s .
But XSnESn =ESnR∗nRnESn and so converges strongly to ES .
By the same way 1SnsMs(ESn)Ms(XSn)Ms(ESn)1Sns converges strongly to 1SsMs(ES)
and on E ,
+∞∫
0
1SnsMs(ESn)Ms(XSn)Ms(ESn)1Sns da
0
s →
+∞∫
0
1SsMs(ES)da0s .
So on E , XSn converges to ES −
∫ +∞
0 1SsMs(ES)da
0
s = I and XS = I .
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